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1. In which of the following places can you NOT find the detailed descriptions for the Initiate Java SDK 

methods and parameters?  

 

A. In the doc directory included with the Java SDK installation software.  

 

B. The Java SDK Reference Guide document that was included with your software.  

 

C. Infocenters  

 

D. By pressing F1 (Help) in the Initiate I.D.E. for Java.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

2. Which tab in Initiate Inspector should be selected when you need to unlink a Record from an Entity?  

 

A. Records  

 

B. Attribute History  

 

C. Linkage Details  

 

D. Relationships  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

3. Which of the following is NOT a critical operating environment factor which can impact Initiate's system 

performance?  

 

A. Application log files named outside of standard conventions.  

 

B. Network bandwidth between Master Data Service server and database server.  

 

C. CPU usage on server running the Master Data Service.  

 

D. Master Data Service logfile verbosity setting.  

 

Answer: A  
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4. Which of the following DOES NOT represent a valid store of Initiate knowledge that can be referenced 

for troubleshooting?  

 

A. Knowledge Base on website  

 

B. Infocenters (online product documentation library)  

 

C. online training courses  

 

D. LDAP repository  

 

Answer: D 

 

 

5. Your customer reports a performance problem with the Master Data Engine using an Oracle database. 

Which of the following materials are needed to diagnose the performance problem?  

 

A. Oracle AWR (Automatic Workload Repository) report  

 

B. Master Data Engine logs with MAD_TIMER logging enabled  

 

C. Entity Manager logs with MAD_TIMER logging enabled  

 

D. all of the above  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

6. Which of the following tasks can NOT be performed with Initiate Workbench?  

 

A. User administration.  

 

B. Configuration of algorithm functions such as standardization, derivation and bucketing.  

 

C. Load and manipulate data.  

 

D. Installation and removal of Initiate software packages.  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

7. If an error is encountered within the Inspector application, which logs do you check?  
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A. web app server (e.g. Tomcat) and Master Data Engine logs  

 

B. web app server and synchronization logs  

 

C. web app server and operating systems logs  

 

D. none of the above  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

8. Which of the following components establish a direct connection to the Initiate Database (i.e. not 

passing requests via API call to the Master Data Engine)?  

 

A. Message Reader  

 

B. Message Sender  

 

C. Web Reports  

 

D. Inspector  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

9. Which of the following could be a reason why the Master Data Engine (MDE) fails to start?  

 

A. Inspector application is not running.  

 

B. Dictionary values are missing or corrupted.  

 

C. Engine log files have not been archived.  

 

D. There are no transactions waiting for processing.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

10. What is the correct location for information regarding which versions of databases, operating systems, 

third party software etc have been verified compatible with any given release of Initiate software?  

 

A. The Technical Requirement document.  
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B. The Knowledge Base on the Customer Service Center website.  

 

C. Software sales information page, linked from http://www.initiate.com.  

 

D. Leaflet included with the official product software distribution CD or DVD.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

11. Which of the following is normally found in an Initiate .cfg file?  

 

A. Port number that the Master Data Engine is listening on.  

 

B. The range of member data fields that are enabled for searching with the MDE.  

 

C. Configuration settings for the data matching algorithm.  

 

D. Port numbers used by the Message Reader and Message Sender.  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

12. Which of the following can NOT be viewed/monitored through JMX Browser in Workbench?  

 

A. memory and CPU usage  

 

B. database tables in use  

 

C. engine uptime  

 

D. context thread pools  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

13. You are seeing the following error in your logfile: "Connect: unable to connect to the data source". 

What has happened and what should you do first?  

 

A. your application server (e.g. Tomcat) has stopped; restart application server  

 

B. the database has gone offline; contact your DBA  

 

C. the Master Data Engine has stopped; check / restart MDE  
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